Wordscapes level 5692 answers
Wordscapes level 5692 in the Bluff Group and Haze Pack contains 20 words
and the letters EFIMNR making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 57 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 67,100 words and 274,805 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
FIN, MEN, RIM, IRE, REM, FEN, FERN, FINE, FIRM, FREE, MERE, MINE, REEF, REIN,
MIRE, FINER, MINER, INFER, REFINE, FIREMEN.
The extra or bonus words are:
NEE, FEE, FEEN, FER, FERE, ENE, ERM, FERMI, ERNE, NEEM, MIEN, NEF, MERI, INERM,
FEER, RIME, FEME, ERN, REIF, EMIR, REF, ERE, FIE, EME, ERF, NIEF, FIER,
FERINE, REN, FIRN, RIFE, REE, FENI, RIN, ERMINE, NIE, REEN, MEIN, EEN, NIFE,
FIR, MENE, NIM, MEE, MEER, NEIF, REIM, ENFIRE, FEM, FIRE, FERM, REI,
RIF, RINE, MIR, RIEM, EMF.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 5692
FIN - One of the appendages of a fish, used to propel itself and to manoeuvre/maneuve
r.
MEN - Plural form of man.
RIM - An edge around something, especially when circular.
IRE - Iron.
REM - Rapid eye movement, a sleep state.
FEN - A type of wetland fed by ground water and runoff, containing peat below the wat
erline.
FERN - Any of a group of some twenty thousand species of vascular plants classified i
n the Division Pteridophyta (formerly known by some as Filicophyta) that lacks seeds
and reproduces by shedding spores to initiate an alternation of generations.
FINE - Of superior quality.
FIRM - A business partnership; the name under which it trades.
FREE - Not imprisoned or enslaved.
MERE - The sea.
MINE - Non-premodifying possessive case of I. My; belonging to me; that which belongs
to me.
REEF - Scabby; scurvy.
REIN - A strap or rope attached to the bridle or bit, used to control a horse, animal
or young child.
MIRE - Deep mud; moist, spongy earth.
FINER - Comparative form of fine: more fine.
MINER - A person who works in a mine.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 5692
REFINE - To reduce to a fine, unmixed, or pure state; to free from impurities; to fre
e from dross or alloy; to separate from extraneous matter; to purify; as, to refine g
old or silver; to refine iron; to refine wine or sugar.
FIREMEN - Plural form of fireman.

